WORKING TOGETHER TO MANAGE BUSINESS RISK

Poker & Change Machines

A win for security
Just one of the big losses if burglars pounce on your poker
and change vending machines is your cash. The other big loss
is the repair bill. Extracting money from machines can cause
significant damage, particularly if intruders don’t know what
they’re doing. Here’s what you can do to stay protected.

Ideal positioning of machines

Security essentials

An internal room of solid wall construction
surrounded by other rooms or corridors is the
ideal positioning for both poker and change
vending machines. Passers-by can’t see in;
burglars can’t get easy access.

• Install an intruder alarm system – monitored

Security in less-than-ideal
scenarios
If your building doesn’t lend itself to hosting poker
and change vending machines as above, be sure
to take the appropriate security precautions.
Machine position

Recommended precaution

Behind large
street-frontage
windows

Fit security bars/grilles
and substantial ram raid
bollards to the outside of
the windows

In a room
with high level
windows

Board up the windows or
fit them with heavy-duty
external bars

with a security patrol response – and position
anti-masking infrared sensors in the room(s)
containing your machines and surrounding
access areas.

• Remove cash from machines at night

and leave machine doors/drawers open.

Safe essentials
Store your cash overnight in a purpose-built
safe that is:
• rated for the maximum amount
of cash it will carry on any night
• bolted to the floor
• located in an alarm-protected area.

Other security precautions
Other security precautions for added protection
include – signs stating ‘machines are emptied at
night’, high definition, motion sensing and infrared
CCTV cameras, monitored panic buttons, duress
intruder alarm codes, and a fog generating device
(a device that fills a protected area with harmless
fog – you can’t steal what you can’t see).

Disclaimer – The information presented is of a general nature only and is provided only to help you understand some of the physical risks
a business may have and what an insurer might expect you do to manage those risks. It is not intended for any other purpose. You should
always seek appropriate professional advice about how you manage the particular risks in your business. No representation or warranty,
expressed or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information and no responsibility is accepted for any loss, penalty
or damages (including special or consequential damages) arising out of the use of all or part of the information. The information presented
does not replace the need for appropriate professional advice. Reliance on this communication will not affect or influence policy response.
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Visit Vero.co.nz/risk-profiler to check out our other advice sheets
for more tips and in-depth information about managing risk.

